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About This Game

Hacked brings a breath of fresh air to the classical puzzle styled game play. Packed with new features and game modes, this
game will give you a new experience of an old classic.

Key Features:

- Game Modes: Hacked has many game modes that will challenge you at every turn. Arcade Mode will test your skills with 100
different puzzle styled levels. Time Attack mode requires fast reaction times while marathon mode will test your patience.

- Create: Hacked includes a full level editor so that you can build your own experience. Upload your levels to the Steam
Workshop and challenge the community.

- Power up: Master 10 unique power ups that will help you strategically solve puzzles.
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This is downloaded and installed yet Seattle is the only airport that has scenery. Very annoying.. Q\/A I have been been in this
cage every day since I purchase this game. Is there a way out? I been on youtube looking for a video for answers..... Total
Sellout to Epic.. No. Not now. Not as it came out. Never.. Since its from the same developers as War Dust, it's basically just
War Dust with a battle royale gamemode. Yet, somehow the game is buggier. You constantly flip through walls if trying to
parkour and will die out of nowhere (not as in you got shot by somebody you didnt see, I mean you literally can die from doing
nothing). There has been so many times where I have dumped an entire mag into somebody for them to not die, just to have
them flip around and kill me in 3 to 4 shots. There's not much variation in weaponry, as you will probably end up with close to
the same loadout every game. Vehicles are an awful experience, there's not even a brake option. Either you hit the gas or coast
until no longer moving. Not reversing means you can get stuck a lot, especially in larger vehicles. Basically, the game is
extremely buggy in its current state, and while it can be enjoyable for about 2 hours, it should not be the price that it is. Good
thing I got it on sale, atleast.. This game was okay in the moment, but then had too many random terms. I have been in hetero
relationships the entire time and all of a sudden I am dating the same sex randomly at the opening of a chapter. Wtf?? I thought
this was *my* character. I stopped playing after that. Nothing against same-sex relationships, but I perceived this as more of a
giant programming glitch or bad writing.. I was looking for a dungeon crawler to play on a couch with a friend, this game was
not fun in that way imo so i cannot recommend it

TLDR: NOT A GREAT COOP CRAWLER

EDIT: ALSO SUCKS AS A COOP BRAWLER (T.Y. Cloak and Dagger)
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Abandoned. Dont buy.. Can never go wrong with endless waves. this game is challenging yet fun. its especially fun when you
play cooperatively with friends.. Penarium is a punishing platformer about performing in a perverted park as a pudgy person.
It's fun.

It's also delightfully infuriating but with a handcrafted feel, while not coming off as pretentious.
A nice learning curve with numerous permutations based on semi-random combinations of deathtraps.
I've some problems with the spacing of the achievements (1000 deaths seems unlikely to occur) and interactions of the traps
(some of them become too predictable); but they're minor, and persistence pays off.

8/10. Great game. Remenbers the good old days of sega beat em ups.. I really wanted to like this game, it has a lot of potential -
I can see the concept that was envisioned somewhere underneath the unfortunately messy experience this has otherwise turned
out to be. For what it is, it's a fun little metroidvania-style game about exploring a randomized house layout, finding blueprints
for new gear, crafting your base and leveling up your character by investing "bolts (the ingame currency)" in different parts of
your character, changing the visuals and stats of how you look.

Now that sounds great! And I bet it was, on paper. The truth however appears to be that while the idea is quite good and they
really aren't THAT far off the mark with it, the mistakes that are made are big enough for me to not want to finish this game,
despite playing it for nearly 15 hours.

So what's bugging me about this otherwise brilliant-sounding game? The randomization is TOO MUCH! While I love the way it
is applied to the layout of the world, it also appears to be imposed not only on quest rewards (giving me an insane weapon right
at the start of the game) but also in the order you recieve blueprints. Now these things might not sound like a huge deal to you,
until you realize how the blueprint system works, needing you to collect all the previous blueprints for a weapon before you can
craft it. Not checking what the player already is in posession of, means you end up waiting forever to get that one last blueprint
you need, then immediately skipping through all of the weapons that you COULD have had much earlier, completely throwing
out what would otherwise have been a really cool sense of constant progression.

It doesn't help that the story is very messy, characters repeating each other constantly and a good dose of pseudo-science thrown
in for good measure (I realize this is a matter of taste, but if you insist on using scientific terms, at least make sure you aren't
just saying nonsense, you can make still make it SOUND probable). And then there's the base-building which seems completely
arbitrary and not transparent at all. The causes and effects in play are really non-transparent, making it feel like you invest in-...
Well that's still hard to really tell.

To top it all off, most of the boss fights are really suffering from frustratingly poor mechanics, like a tree that grabs you with no
means of escape, yet it still hits you with full damage, or a flying guy who goes off into some corner of a HUGE room with little
to no indication of where he is, leaving you with three-four seconds to poke him until he flies off again.

It's been a while since I wrote any reviews but I felt like this game needed one - not because I don't think you should hold off on
buying it forever necessarily, but because there's so much untapped potential in this title and it frustrates me to no end. I want to
see this title correct all these mistakes because I know that it'll be a genuinely great game once past that. That's easier said than
done of course, but it doesn't keep me from hoping just a little bit that this might get through to the developers and they'll think
about how they can improve the game, maybe starting by removing the base-building mechanic in favor of something MUCH
simpler and more comprehensive.. Loving the strategy in this game, once you get the main characters in the story to add to your
clan it\u2019s a ton of fun trying to figure out the strategy of who to use and in what order so they all help each other survive
the levels. The level challenges seem to change so they are repeatable for gold or experience and some add a bit of complication
when they force you to use a specific character and character level..

I can see myself spending lots of time playing and replaying the levels. Some of the Arena type challenges add another aspect to
the game and give you an extra piece to conquer.

Story and comic animations are pretty funny also...
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